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Abstract
The objective of this work is the development of an innovative actuator for Velan ABV S.p.A., which is mainly used for
control and special on/off applications where high efficiency and linear behaviors are desirable specifications. The main
performances of the proposed actuator, which has been protected by a patent, have been compared with a conventional
scotch yoke one, using both the simulation results and the experimental data. In order to measure the efficiency and the
dynamical response of the actuators, the authors have designed a hydraulic test rig, configured to fulfill different testing
procedures. In this way, it is possible to perform both static tests to identify actuator efficiency and dynamic hardware-
in-the-loop tests in which an assigned load or valve impedance function is simulated to verify the response of the tested
object in realistic operating conditions. Finally, the proposed test rig has been successfully used to perform reliability and
fatigue tests in which the actuator is stressed with realistic and repetitive loads. Moreover, the integrated development
of both innovative actuator and testing devices is explained introducing interesting concepts whose applications are nor-
mally limited to robotics (e.g. impedance and force control) or vehicular technology (e.g. smart suspensions and suppres-
sion of vibrations).
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Introduction

The most common process valves used in oil and gas
and petrochemical industries are quarter turn valves,
mainly ball and butterfly, whose opening state is achiev-
able with a 90� rotation. These valves are usually con-
trolled by single-acting pneumatic (or hydraulic) scotch
yoke actuators, as shown in Figure 1.

However, nonlinear behavior and high sensitivity to
internal friction on joints are the main drawbacks of the
scotch yoke transmission, which should penalize the use
of these actuators for applications that involve an accu-
rate position control of the valve.

To solve these known drawbacks, different fluid
rotary actuators have been studied: most of the docu-
mentation available in the literature is referred to
patents concerning industrial applications,1–13 in which
different gearings and articulated systems are proposed.
However, most of these solutions have obtained a poor
success in replacing the scotch yoke transmission. This
is explained by the robustness and relative simplicity of
the scotch yoke solution, which is fundamental for
applications involving high reliability and safety levels.

Therefore, in this article, the authors present an
innovative pulley and cable actuator for large ball
valves. First, the main features of the scotch yoke trans-
mission are discussed. Then, the design procedure using
the LMS Amesim� software is presented. To study the
performances of the proposed actuator, the authors
realized a suitable hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test rig,
whose design is described in a detailed way, considering
both the design of the mechanical parts and the realiza-
tion of a proper control system (realized in MATLAB–
Simulink R2015a). Finally, several tests have been car-
ried out through the test rig, which has been built in
Capannori (Italy), in collaboration with ABV Velan
S.p.A.
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The scotch yoke actuator

The scotch yoke transmission converts the linear
motion of pneumatic cylinder into quarter turn rota-
tion. The preloaded spring ensures the valve safety state
when no pressure is provided to the actuator. If these
valves are used for proportional control purposes, their
rotation angles have to be regulated. The instrumental
device normally used for this goal is called ‘‘positioner’’
and is composed of the following components:

� Angular position feedback: angular position and
consequently the state of the valve are continuously
measured.

� Regulator: typically, a proportional–integral–deri-
vative (PID) position control is implemented.

� Valve or drive: according to a reference command
produced by the regulator, a drive system, typically
a 3/3 valve, is used to control the flow and, conse-
quently, the pressure inside the actuator chamber
depends on the value of the exerted torque.

The exerted torque Mid in ideal conditions (no fric-
tion losses on joints, r= 0) can be calculated as a func-
tion of pressure P inside the actuator and the angular
position as shown in equation (1), which is referred to
the simplified static scheme of Figure 2

Mid(u)=
PA� k(x� x0)ð Þb
cos u� p

4

� �2 ð1Þ

where A defines the actuator area, b represents the dis-
tance between the revolute joint and cylinder axes, k is
the spring pack stiffness, x and x0 define, respectively,
the spring position and preload, and u is the valve angu-
lar position.

Figure 2 shows all the main forces applied to the
mechanical assembly, and, in particular, it is possible
to highlight the presence of a secondary reaction force
F2. The required prismatic constraint, which shares
with the valve joint part of the component of F1 on the
orthogonal direction to x (see Figure 2), prevents the
thrust rod bending, but at the same time produces a
new friction contribute that decreases the efficiency of
the system.

The efficiency h of the transmission system, consid-
ering the internal friction of both prismatic and revolute

joints, can be easily evaluated using expressions (3), cal-
culated using conventional graphical methods used to
solve planar mechanical system 1

h=
M

Mid
=hprismhrot

hrot= 1� 2
r

r
cos u� p

4

� �� � ð2Þ

u� p

4

��� ���ø u) hprism=
1

1+2m tan u� p
4

� �
� m2

u� p

4

��� ���\ u) hprism =
1

1+m2
ð3Þ

where M defines the exerted torque, hprism and hrot are,
respectively, the efficiencies of the prismatic and revo-
lute joints, r is the radius of the friction circle for the
pulley bearings, m and u are, respectively, the friction
coefficient and angle, and r is the radius of the pulley.
From expressions (1) to (3), the main advantage and
drawback of the scotch yoke transmission system are
as follows:

� The actuator torque characteristic (torque vs angle
position) fits well with the ball valve one, producing
the same highest torque values, that is, near to the
two valve end-runs (u= 0� and u= 90�). The typi-
cal behavior of the opening and closing torques of a
ball valve is visible in Figure 3. The torque profiles

Figure 1. Example of quarter turn valve actuation using a
pneumatic cylinder and a scotch yoke transmission system.

Figure 2. Simplified static scheme of the scotch yoke actuator:
(a) simplified kinematic scheme and notation; exchanged forces
(neglecting inertial forces) during (b) opening and (c) closing
maneuvers of the actuator.
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like the one described in Figure 3 can be measured
on a pressurized valve using a customized actuator
with an integrated torsiometer.

� The response of scotch yoke actuators is often
negatively influenced by internal friction on joints,
which drastically reduces efficiency, increases wear,
and negatively affects precision and dynamic
response of the system. In particular, high friction
values make difficult the control of smooth motion
profiles introducing hysteretic disturbances. A non-
secondary effect is the increase in wear on the joints
and the corresponding loss of precision of the
system.

The proposed innovative actuator

For the design of the innovative actuator, the authors
considered the following specifications:

� The torque exerted by the proposed actuator at the
end-runs (u= 0� and u= 90�) of the stroke should
be almost equal to the ones produced by a reference
scotch yoke solution.

� The efficiency of the proposed solution has to be
higher with respect to the conventional scotch yoke
transmission.

� The encumbrances of the proposed solution have
to be at least similar to the existing scotch yoke
system.

� The construction must be as simple as possible. In
particular, the construction of the new actuator has

to involve only the transmission system and not the
pneumatic cylinder or the spring pack used to apply
the preload, which should be equal or very similar
to the reference one. In this way, it is possible to
assure a high standardization and interchangeabil-
ity of components of the actuators, built with both
the conventional solution and the innovative one.

� Finally, the proposed solution has to be new and
not covered by previous patents.

The proposed specifications involve the definition of
a reference scotch yoke actuator to which the new solu-
tion should be compared. In particular, a standard
product was chosen, whose main properties are visible
in Table 1. The model PS2/S-A/110/C2 is considered
because it is a standard ABV product. Moreover, it is
an average size actuator, which could be employed for
a wide range of process valves.

After a prolonged research, the authors adopted a
very simple transmission system based on a pulley and
cable system that is briefly described in the scheme of
Figure 4. In all the kinematical configurations, a pulley
is rotary activated by two tensioned cables, having one
end fixed to the pulley and the other connected to the
pneumatic actuator and the preload spring pack. The
principle of operation is the same with respect to the
scotch yoke solution visible in Figure 1 and, as required
by specifications, it is possible to reuse the correspond-
ing components (spring pack and pneumatic cylinder)
employed for the conventional system. In addition, the
adopted transmission system allows having different
configurations in which the spring pack and the pneu-
matic cylinder have a different relative placement:

Figure 3. Typical torque profiles needed to open and to close
a ball valve.

Table 1. Reference scotch yoke actuator (model PS2/S-A/110/C2) used for design and evaluation of the innovative prototype.

Cylinder diameter, D 0.28 (m) Spring stiffness, k 51,500 (N/m)
Spring preload, x0 245 (mm)2620 (N) Pressure, P 5 (barG)
Distance, b 90 (mm) Total run, l 180 (mm)

Figure 4. Simplified static models of the proposed actuator in
(a) parallel and (b) aligned configurations during the opening
phase.
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� Parallel configuration: both spring pack and pneu-
matic actuators lay on the same side of the pulley
casing.

� Aligned configuration: spring pack and pneumatic
actuator are aligned so that the wires stretch in
opposite directions.

� Angular configuration: the relative angular position
of the spring pack with respect to the pneumatic
actuator is described by an angle b, which is differ-
ent from 0� (parallel configuration) or 90� (aligned
configuration).

In Figures 4 and 5, Fp, Fk, and Fv define, respec-
tively, the pneumatic actuator force, the spring force,
and the reaction force on the revolute joint. The refer-
ence scotch yoke actuator (PS2/S-A/110/C2) is designed
using almost the same pneumatic cylinder (same dia-
meter and maximum operating pressures) and the same
spring pack (same equivalent stiffness) adopted for the
tested prototype of rotary actuator. In this way, the
conventional and innovative actuators differ only in
terms of the adopted mechanical transmission, making
easier the comparison between different mechanical
layouts.

Usually, one of the most important parameters to
evaluate the efficiency of a pulley and cable system is
the friction effect that guarantees the torque transmis-
sion 1, even though many possible solutions exist (e.g.
the use of chains and toothed belts). One of the possible
alternatives to free the system from the dependency on
the friction coefficient is to fix the cable on the pulley.
The usage of a spring pack to preload the system is a
specification, which requires a valve with a known
mechanically assigned position in case of failure (loss of
pressure of the fluid circuit).

The torque required by an electric actuation is very
high (thousands of Nm); therefore, a direct torque
application is out of discussion. Consequently, the
application of an electric actuator involves a gearbox
and a transmission system. It should also be noticed
that these valves are often used in large chemical or oil
and gas plants, where fluid actuated actuators are often
preferred for reliability or safety reasons.

Referring to the simplified static scheme of Figure 4,
it is possible to calculate the corresponding torque
exerted by the actuator, neglecting inertial forces and
the internal friction losses of joints and cables (equa-
tion (4))

Mid(u)= r PA� k(ru� x0)ð Þ ð4Þ

Using the same static scheme of Figure 4, the effi-
ciencies of parallel (equation (5)) and aligned config-
urations (equation (6)) are

h(u)=
PA(r� r�)� k(ru� x0)(r+ r�)

PA� k(ru� x0)ð Þr ð5Þ

h(u)=
(r� r�)

r
ð6Þ

where r� represents the global radius of the friction cir-
cle. It should be noticed that the loss coefficient takes
count of both the losses of pulley bearing and wires
since it is defined according to equation (7)

r�= r+ d ð7Þ

This approach is followed since the internal friction
and bending losses of each wire can be modeled intro-
ducing a dissipative torque, which is proportional to
the rope tension according to a multiplicative coeffi-
cient d. For a generic angular configuration described
in Figure 5, the expression of the efficiency is a bit more
complicated (equation (8))

h=
Fp r+ r( sin b� cos b)ð Þ � Fk r+ r( sin b+ cos b)ð Þ

r(Fp � Fk)

ð8Þ

where Fp and Fk are, respectively, the pneumatic actua-
tor and spring forces while b is the characteristic angle
of the actuator.

The preload of the spring should negatively affect
the efficiency. In particular, looking at the efficiency
expressions of the scotch yoke (equation (2)), it is
clearly noticeable that the efficiency is not affected by
spring preload. For the innovative/proposed one, the
way in which the spring preload influences the effi-
ciency is strongly influenced by the value of the angle
b. In particular, for a null value of b (parallel config-
uration), the sensitivity of the efficiency with respect to
spring preload is maximized.

Design of the innovative actuator

The sizing of the pulley and cable transmission system
is mainly characterized by three constraints that have to
be optimized:

� Exerted torque: the torque can be calculated using
relation (4) which can be further corrected accord-
ing to the efficiency evaluated in relation (8). The
actuator is constrained to reproduce the same max-
imum opening and closing torques (MBTO, MBTC)

Figure 5. Simplified static models of the proposed actuator in
the angular configuration.
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of the reference scotch yoke actuator. If relation (4)
is considered, the imposed constraints correspond
to the system of equations (9)

M(0)=MBTO = r PA+ kx0ð Þ

M
p

2

� �
=MBTC = � rk r

p

2
� x0

� � ð9Þ

Since pressure (P), stiffness of the spring pack (k),
and the torques MBTO and MBTC are assigned by speci-
fications, the only parameters that can be iteratively
modified are the radius of the pulley r and the preload
of the spring x0. Since internal losses should affect the
performances of the system, the calculation can be
repeated considering system efficiency and admitting
little variations in the other parameters, but this implies
only slight adjustments of the system.

� Load acting on actuator wires: once system (9) has
been solved, the load on each wire is almost known.
It should also be considered that to avoid excessive
bending stress on wires, the radius of the pulley has
to be at least 20 times higher with respect to the
rope one. Thus, the number of ropes and their dia-
meter can be computed considering these two
constraints.

During the design, the system was further improved
using a numerical optimization procedure in LMS
Amesim. In particular, a detailed model of both the
conventional and the innovative (pulley and cable)
actuators was developed: in both the multibody models,
it is possible to introduce compliance and friction forces
on every joint. The models can also be used for dynamic
simulations since the pneumatic position loop of the
positioner is modeled. A detail of the scotch yoke model
is visible in Figure 6, and the comparison between the
efficiency calculated by the multibody model and the
theoretical one, calculated according to equation (3), is
shown in Figure 7. It should be noticed that errors are

negligible except for the calculated value with an angu-
lar position of 45�. This error can be easily explained
considering that for an angular position of 45� the rela-
tive sliding of the prismatic pair of the oscillating con-
necting rod is instantaneously null. Friction models
used in multibody models are based on the evaluation
of the sign of relative sliding, so for the considered posi-
tion this calculation is numerically critical. Also for a
null rotation angle when the model is initialized, some
additional errors on the calculated efficiency should be
noticed.

The LMS model of the innovative actuator is shown
in Figure 8. The geometry of the LMS model is para-
metric; hence, some features can be modified to fully
optimize some additional parameters such as the angle
b, thus minimizing the encumbrances of the proposed
solution. This procedure is performed automatically
using the internal optimization tool of the software,
which allows to build simulation sequences with vari-
able parameters and to iteratively optimize some
assigned parameters in order to minimize a user-
defined cost function. In particular, the authors defined
an encumbrance function corresponding to the product
of the squared values of length, width, and depth of the
actuator. The minimization procedure was constrained
considering the necessity to avoid the mutual interfer-
ence of possible colliding parts such as the spring pack
cylinder and the pneumatic one.

It is interesting to notice that at the end of the opti-
mization procedure, an angular layout with an angle b

of about 14� was preferred, as visible in Figure 9.

Figure 6. LMS Amesim model of the scotch yoke actuator.

Figure 7. Comparison of efficiency calculation between LMS
Amesim model of the scotch yoke and corresponding
calculation using relation (3).

Figure 8. LMS Amesim model of the pulley and cable actuator
(b = 90�) in a preliminary design phase.
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A comparison between the encumbrances of the
pulley transmission and the conventional one is visible
in Figure 10. The result is quite encouraging consider-
ing that a further optimization of the actuator dimen-
sions can be performed by improving the shape of rope
terminals that are a bit oversized to improve their resis-
tance to mechanical fatigue.

Testing specifications

The proposed innovative actuator and the correspond-
ing reference one have been subjected to a comparative
test campaign to evaluate their performances. Since the
main features of the scotch yoke actuator are quite
known (it is a stable industrial product, so data and
references from field activities are available), it is also

possible to verify the reliability of the proposed testing
devices that were internally designed, built, and cali-
brated by the authors. In particular, both the actuators
are subjected to the following tests:

� Actuator identification: a known constant supply
pressure is applied to the actuator. The exerted tor-
ques and the corresponding angular positions of
the actuators are measured. The aim of the test is to
measure the real torque profile M(P, u) and to iden-
tify the efficiency, h(P, u), during both the opening
run and closing run.

� Simulated load tests: as visible in the scheme of
Figure 11, the actuator is controlled in position by
its positioner. The actuator is mechanically con-
nected to a device able to simulate a known
mechanical load (resisting torque) as a function of
the angular position of the actuator simulating the
resisting torque of a virtual valve, which is not phy-
sically installed on the rig. In this way, this is a clas-
sic case of HIL simulation in which a mechatronic
system is tested in a virtual environment able to
reproduce real operating conditions. One of the
novelties of this article is clearly represented by the
application of the HIL approach to the energy
industry, while they were generally applied only to
robotic and vehicular system technologies.

� Reliability tests: simulated load tests are automati-
cally repeated in order to reproduce a sequence of
1000–10,000 load cycles. The aim of the test is to
verify the reliability (absence of rupture or damage
to any component) and repeatability of perfor-
mances in real operating conditions.

Actuator identification test

Design and layout of the test rig

The test rig is designed in order to be used not only for
the first prototype of the proposed actuator but also
more generally to the wide range of different quarter
turn actuators produced by Velan ABV SPA.
Consequently, the specifications are quite demanding
in terms of operating conditions (in Table 2). As visible

Figure 9. Pulley and cable actuator, optimized solution with
minimized encumbrances.

Figure 10. Comparison of encumbrances of the mechanical
transmission between innovative actuator and scotch yoke.

Figure 11. Principle of operation of the proposed test rig.
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in Figure 13 and in the simplified scheme of Figure 12,
the rig is composed of the following components:

� Tested quarter turn actuator: the tested actuator is
charged with a known stable pneumatic pressure
(opening phase) or discharged in atmosphere (clos-
ing phase). The actuator is directly connected to a
shaft of the tested rig, which reproduces the typical
mechanical interfaces adopted for valves.

� Hydraulic actuator and leverage: a pivoted double-
effect, double-rod actuator is used to move a lever-
age in order to control the angular position of the
shaft and consequently of the tested quarter turn
actuator.

� Hydraulic position control loop: the hydraulic
actuator of the rig is controlled using a 4/3 propor-
tional servo-valve feed with a maximum operating
pressure of about 200bar. A position controller is
implemented on a dSPACE� DS 1411-1513
MicroAutoBox II board. The adopted algorithm is
a simple proportional–integral (PI) regulator.
Position feedback is assured by a high-resolution
encoder (10,000 3 4 divisions), which is calibrated
using absolute linear position sensor on the rig
actuator and rotational ones on the tested quarter
turn actuator.

� Torque measurement: the actuator torque is mea-
sured in terms of reaction torque that has to be
exerted in order to avoid the counter rotation of the
actuator case. The reaction torque is measured
using a traction–compression cell mounted on a
leverage. This measurement technique is often used
for the measurement of torque exerted by motors
or brakes; in particular, the authors have adopted
this solution from their previous experiences in
design and certification of test rigs for railway brak-
ing systems.29

Hydraulic actuation has been preferred since it
assures the possibility of exerting heavy torques with
reduced encumbrances. Besides, it should be considered
that the rig actuator has to be mostly regulated in order
to work as a brake able to dissipate a continuously con-
trolled power (the so-called second- and fourth-
quadrant operations). Management of electric drive is
generally more complex in the braking phase; more-
over, it is obvious to take into account penalties related
to the limited quarter turn rotation and the impossibil-
ity of using gearings with high reduction ratio in order
to reduce troubles related to friction, tooth backslash,
and friction.

Commercial hydraulic torque motors are available
in different sizes. However, considering cost specifica-
tions, a simple pivoted linear actuator linked to the rig
(Figure 13) using the transmission system described in
Figure 12 was preferred.

An important advantage of this solution is the
opportunity to scale the project depending on the
inputs: different solutions can be easily implemented to
test bigger or smaller valves using commercial compo-
nents. The main kinematic parameters of the transmis-
sion are described in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 13 shows the mechanical assembly represent-
ing the test rig under evaluation. It is possible to recog-
nize that the hydraulic cylinder, thanks to a lever,
applies a torque to the inner shaft of the structure that
directly transmits the torque to the actuator. Besides its
structural role, the upper half of the outer shaft that is
free to rotate (except for the load cell constraint) repre-
sents the path to read the reaction torque that con-
straints the scotch yoke to stay in position, which is
equal to the torque transmitted by the actuator.

Table 2. Specifications used for the design of the test rig.

Parameter Min–medium–max values

Angular run (�) 80–90–100
Max. angular speed (rad/s) 0.137–0.143–0.157
Max. acceleration (rad/s2) 0.08–0.144–0.28
Max. resisting torque (N m) 1000–50,000–10,000
Typical opening time (s) 5–10–20
Typical closing time (s) 5–10–20

Figure 12. Kinematic scheme of the test rig hydraulic actuator.

Figure 13. Main components of the test rig.
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The ratio t(a) between the exerted torque Mp and
the corresponding linear force of the hydraulic cylinder
F can be calculated according to equations (10)

t =
Mp

F
=

_lp
_u

=
rp(xp cos a+ yc sin a)ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

(yc � rp cos a)2 + (xp + rp sin a)2
� �q

a= u� p

4

ð10Þ

where a defines the scaled angular position of the valve.
In Figure 14, the transmission ratio t(a) scaled with
respect to its value on the lower end-run t(0) is repre-
sented. This behavior has been optimized since the
opening torque of a simulated valve is typically slightly
higher with respect to the closing one.

Considering the specifications and the kinematics of
the rig, it is possible to size properly the hydraulic
actuator, whose main data are visible in Table 4.

Experimental results on the reference scotch yoke
actuator

The reference actuator was preliminary tested on the rig
in order to obtain the following results:

� Reference performance: the efficiency of the refer-
ence actuator is measured with the same devices
employed to evaluate the innovative one.
Therefore, the comparison is more reliable.

� Preliminary verification of the testing device: since
performances of the reference actuators are well
known, it is possible to verify the functionality of
the proposed testing device.

In Figure 15, the measured torque profiles during
opening and closing phases are shown. The values are
measured in static conditions (the actuator is not mov-
ing during a measurement during the acquisition of
each point) to obtain a more stable measurement and
reject inertial and static effects. It is clearly visible that
the behavior of the actuator torque is similar to the
ideal one calculated according to equation (1). The tor-
que profiles of the actuators shown in Figure 15 are
quite different from the corresponding valve loads of
Figure 3. To explain this difference, it should be con-
sidered that in Figure 3 the loads that generally have to
be exerted to open or close a ball/valve are represented
(it does not follow to equation (1)). Equation (1) and
Figure 15 are referred to torque profiles of scotch yoke
actuators. The torques measured in Figure 15 have
been obtained through the so-called position control of
the rig, applying the following procedure: the tested
actuator is fed with a constant pressure (opening phase)
or pushed back by the spring preload (closing phase),
while the angular position is imposed by the test rig
using the action of the hydraulic servosystem.
Moreover, to perform these tests, the position regulator
of the positioner has to be disabled. The reduction in
the exerted torque with respect to the ideal one is
coherent with the calculated efficiency (equation (3)).
In Figure 16, the measured efficiency of the actuator
(estimated from the experimental data) is compared
with the calculated values considering or neglecting the
contribution of rotational joints.

The same testing procedure has been repeated on the
proposed pulley and cable actuator with different pneu-
matic pressures from 5 to 6.5 bar. Some experimental
results are shown in Figure 17. The experimental torque
values are compared with the corresponding profiles
calculated considering both ideal conditions (no losses
on joints) and a constant equivalent friction radius r of
3mm.

It is interesting to notice that the closing torque is
not affected by the value of the feeding pressure: when

Table 3. Main geometric parameters of transmission.

Crank radius
of the rig

Longitudinal distance
between cylinder pivot
and rig rotation axis

Lateral distance
between
cylinder pivot and
rig rotation axis

rp xp yc

260 mm 379 mm 147 mm

Table 4. Main parameters of the rig hydraulic actuator.

Parameter Value Notes

Internal diameter 63 mm Corresponding area is about
15 cm2Rod diameter 45 mm

Max. flow 4.6 L/min Calculated for an augmented
max. speed of 0.04–0.05 m/s

Pressure 160–170 bar To exert a torque of 5000–
6000 N m

Figure 14. Behavior of the transmission ratio of the test rig
with respect to its value on the lower end-run t(0).
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the actuator closes the valve, the pneumatic cylinder is
discharged so the steady-state torque delivered by the
actuator in this phase depends only on the action of the
spring pack. In particular, the measured efficiency of
the pulley and cable actuator with respect to the con-
ventional scotch yoke solution one is compared in
Figure 18. The tests are performed in the same condi-
tions (filling pressure of 5 bar). Moreover, the measured
efficiency is compared with the theoretical one calcu-
lated according to equation (8). As clearly visible, there
is a good agreement between the experimental data and
the calculated one.

The innovative actuator has a much higher efficiency
especially during the closing run. During the opening
one, the conventional scotch yoke run has a slightly
higher efficiency for intermediate angular positions

around 45�. However, it should be noticed that the
exerted torque of the innovative actuator in this inter-
mediate positions is much higher with respect to the
scotch yoke solution. In addition, the tested solution
with b equal to about 14� has been chosen to reduce
encumbrances; however, according to relation (8),
adopting a b angle equal to 90� (aligned configuration),
it is possible to obtain a much higher efficiency which
can be quantified in about 98% (value calculated con-
sidering the same vale of friction loss radius r). Higher
efficiency involves lower internal friction losses and
consequently a better behavior for applications involv-
ing proportional control.

More generally as visible in Figure 17, the behavior
of the exerted torque is much more linear, making eas-
ier the implementation of a controller. Finally, it

Figure 15. Measured torques in opening and closing runs with respect to opening percentage (100% = 90�) and with respect to the
ideal/theoretical torques, calculated considering a system with no losses on joints.

Figure 16. Measured efficiency in opening and closing runs with respect to opening percentage (100% = 90�) with respect to the
calculated efficiency considering loss on all joints or neglecting losses on rotoidal joints (r = 0).
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should be considered that, in the opening phase, differ-
ent torques are measured with respect to different
pneumatic pressures. The reason is due to the absence,
in the closing phase, of the force generated by the vari-
able pneumatic pressure that, conversely, is present in
the opening phase.

Simulated load tests

Design and layout of the test rig

In order to apply a known simulated load to the tested
actuator, the same test rig, described in Figure 11, has
to be regulated in order to implement an accurate

torque loop control. The interaction of the rig torque
loop with a position-controlled system (the tested
actuator) is potentially affected by stability troubles. In
fact, the rig has to interact with a tested actuator whose
dynamical behavior is unknown (the tested positioner
has to be identified on the rig) and affected by uncer-
tainties and nonlinearities. The problem of a robust
simulation of mechanical impedance14 is quite common
in robotics, where it is still the object of recent research
works. In particular, this kind of solution is often stud-
ied for the development of compliant actuators15 for
bio-inspired manipulators16 that have to deal with vari-
able or uncertain operating conditions.17 Similar trou-
bles have been studied also for the design of walking,
legged robots.18 Moreover, the authors have specific
experiences on this field, mostly derived from experi-
mental activities on hydraulic active suspensions for a
railway pantograph19,20 and from the design of hydrau-
lic semi-active suspension systems of railway vehicles.21

The tested positioner has a quite slow dynamical
response (valve opening time is about 10–12 s), so a
high dynamical response that should be granted by con-
trolling pressure in both chambers22 of the hydraulic
actuator of the rig does not represent a primary aim. In
addition, the rig hydraulic cylinder has to be controlled
in order to work as a hydraulic brake. These specifica-
tions arise from the following considerations:

� Emulated load: the emulated load is a resistive, dis-
sipative torque of virtual-simulated ball valve. The
tested positioners are tuned to produce a smooth,
over-damped response, with no overshoot or resi-
dual oscillations.

� Stability and robustness: the rig is designed as a
torque-controlled system that has to be coupled

Figure 17. Measured torque values compared with the
corresponding ideal one (no losses) and the theoretical ones
calculated according to equation (8) and considering a constant
equivalent friction radius r of 3 mm.

Figure 18. Comparison between the measured efficiency of the wire actuator with respect to the conventional scotch yoke
solution one.
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with a position-controlled one (tested actuator with
positioner) whose main features in terms of dynami-
cal response are quite uncertain and unknown since
the tested system has to be calibrated or identified
on the rig. Therefore, the controller of the rig has to
be extremely robust with respect to the coupling
with a poorly known position-controlled system.

� Irreversible behavior of the tested actuators: con-
ventional scotch yoke transmissions have a very
poor efficiency near both the end-runs. Therefore,
their motion near the full opening (u=90�) and
full closing position (u=0�) is irreversible.
Consequently, an action of the hydraulic cylinder
aiming to produce a reverse motion with respect to
the active maneuver of the tested positioner may
cause a potential dangerous overload.

In Figure 19, the LMS Amesim model of the com-
plete hydraulic plant of the rig which has been object
of a previous publication is shown:23 the same plant,
according to the state of ‘‘distributor,’’ ‘‘proportional
valve,’’ and ‘‘servo pressure relief valve,’’ can be used to
perform both identification and simulated load tests. In
particular, when simulated load tests are performed,
the proportional valve is closed and excluded from the
circuit. Proportional valve is used to control the

position of the hydraulic actuator during identification
tests. Therefore, during simulated load tests, the plant
is represented by the simplified scheme of Figure 20.

The force and consequently the torque exerted by
the rig hydraulic actuator are controlled by adjusting
the pressure inside one of the two chambers, while the
other one is discharged and connected to the tank.

According to the sign of the simulated load (valve
opening or closing), the 4/3 distributor visible in Figure
19 is configured to properly connect the cylinder to the
plant.

The pressure is regulated using a servo-relief valve
whose pressure reference is continuously controlled by
an external reference voltage signal.

As visible in the scheme of Figure 20, the reference
command pressure Pref is calculated as the sum of two
contributions:

� Pstat: once the desired torque profile Mref(a) is cal-
culated, the corresponding pressure Pref(a) that the
actuator has to reproduce should be computed
according to equation (11), which is derived consid-
ering ideal static equilibrium of the machine (no
friction, neglected inertial contributions, ideal
hydraulic plant response)

Pstat(a)=
Mref(a)

t(a)

1

A
ð11Þ

� Psl: Pstat is calculated considering a simplified static
model un-affected by disturbances. Psl is the contri-
bution calculated by a closed-loop torque controller
whose input is the error between the desired torque
Mref and the measured one Mfeed. The aim of the
Psl contribution is to reject as much as possible
unknown dynamics as a disturbance. This term is
implemented as a PI controller saturated to a
known value.

PI gains of the PI regulator are given (Table 5) for
the torque control loop. In particular, considering the
mean static value of t, it is also possible to calculate an
approximate dimensionless gain between torque error
and the corresponding correction torque exerted by the
actuator.

The approach of the implemented controller resem-
bles the philosophy of sliding mode controllers.24

In particular, considering an ideal static response of
the rig, the Pstat correction term corresponds to a null
torque error of the control loop. Therefore, the system
tends to converge to a null torque error with a dynami-
cal response that is the result of the interaction between
the torque loop of the rig and the tested positioner.
Unfortunately, the dynamical response of the tested
positioner is unknown, so the interaction with the rig
should lead to a potentially unstable behavior.

Figure 19. LMS Amesim model of complete hydraulic plant of
the rig.23

Figure 20. Simplified scheme of the hydraulic test rig including
control logic during simulated load tests.
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The proposed regulator is optimized in order to be
very robust with respect to the disturbances introduced
by the interaction with a potentially stiff tested
positioner.

In order to make clearer the followed approach, the
following simplified scheme is considered:

� The test rig is a treated as a torque-controlled sys-
tem that has to reproduce the reference torqueMref.

� The tested positioner is a position-controlled system
able to follow a reference position aref.

Both the interacting control systems have their own
control loop (transfer functions Gpos(s) and Grig(s)) and
actuation systems (Ppos(s) and Prig(s)). The coupling
between the dynamical behavior of the two systems is
modeled considering the transfer functions Kpos(s) and
Krig(s).

Kpos(s) represents the equivalent stiffness of the
tested positioner, which cannot be affected by the
design of the rig. A low value of Kpos(s) involves that
the load M negatively affects the precision of the posi-
tioner and this is a feature that can also be identified
on the rig (Figure 21).

Since the dynamical response of the tested positioner
is highly variable, in order to assure high levels of
robustness, the authors optimized the rig transfer func-
tions focusing on the rig equivalent stiffness Krig(s).
The module of Krig(s) has to be minimized in order to
reduce potentially dangerous interactions between the
two systems. This concept is quite common in hydrau-
lic force–controlled systems such as in the works of
Alleyne and Liu22 and Allotta et al.19

In particular, considering the plant layout of Figures
19 and 20, the dynamical behavior of the system is

described by equation (12) in which the following sim-
plifications are assumed to be valid:

� The pumping unit assures a constant flow Qpump.
� The flow delivered to the controlled cylinder cham-

ber is Q.
� The servo-relief valve flow Qvalve is constrained to

be negative since the valve should be used only to
discharge the controlled capacities. For the sake of
simplicity, the flow of the valve is supposed to be
controlled by a proportional regulator with a con-
stant gain K. Valve dynamics is reproduced as a
second-order system with an eigen frequency vn of
about 12Hz and a damping coefficient of about
0.7–0.8. Technical information concerning valve
response are taken from technical documentation of
the valve maker.25 The same modeling approach is
also commonly adopted by other well-known valve
maker26 and it is quite diffused in the literature27,28

Q+Qpump+Qvalve =K(Pref � P)
v2
n

s2 +2evns+v2
n

+Qpump � Axs+
V0�
Eb�

sP

� 	
=0

+Qpump � Axs+
V0�
Eb�

sP

� 	
=0 ð12Þ

In equation (12), the equivalent compressibility term
(V0*/Eb*) is highly influenced by the presence of air or
nitrogenum-filled accumulator. In particular, the com-
pressibility of the pneumatic accumulator is largely
dominant and should be approximately calculated
according to equation (12)

V0�
Eb�

=
dV

dP
’

Vg +1
acc

g(PinitV
g
init)

ð13Þ

where the following symbology is adopted:

� Vacc is the current volume of the pneumatic accu-
mulator, while Pinit and Vinit represent the initial
(preload) pressure and volume values, respectively;

� g is the coefficient of the polytropic transformation
which is used to approximate the behavior of the
gas in the accumulator.

Solving equation (12), it is possible to calculate the
behavior of pressure P of the controlled chamber of the
actuator as a function of three inputs, Qpump, Pref, and x

Table 5. Proportional and integral gain parameters.

Proportional gain, Kp (bar/N m) Integral gain, Ki (bar/N m) Saturation on PI output

Kpmean(t) Kimean(t)

PI regulator—torque control 0.024 bar/N m 0.024 bar/N m 20 bar (max. plant pressure = 200 bar)
0.8 0.8

PI: proportional–integral.

Figure 21. Simplified approach adopted to increase the
robustness of the rig control and actuation system.
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P=Qpump
1

Kv2
n

s2 +2evns+v2
n
+ V0�

Eb�
s

� �

+Pref
1

1+ V0�
KEb�v2

n
s(s2 +2evns+v2

n)
� �

+ x
�As

Kv2
n

(s2 +2evns+v2
n)
+ V0�

Eb�
s

� �
ð14Þ

Since the area of actuator A and transmission ratio
t(a) are known, it is possible to calculate from equa-
tion (14) the three transfer functions Gpump(s), Gref(s),
and Krig(s), between the three inputs Qpump, Pref, and x
and the torque M delivered by actuator (15)

M=QpumpGpump(s)+PrefGref(s)+ xKrig(s)

Gpump(s)=
t(a)A

K
v2
n

s2 +2evns+v2
n
+ V0�

KEb�
s

� �

Gref(s)=
t(a)A

1+ V0�
KEb�v2

n
s(s2 +2evns+v2

n)
� �

Krig(s)=
�t(a)A2

K
v2
n

s(s2 +2evns+v2
n)
+ V0�

KEb�

� �

ð15Þ

Some further considerations should be performed
from equation (15):

� Gpump(s): Qpump introduces a disturbance whose
influence is rejected by the pressure control loop of
the relief valve. In fact, higher valve gain K
decreases the module of Gpump(s). It should also be
noticed that Qpump is almost constant since it is pro-
duced by a fixed displacement pump, moved by an
induction motor directly fed with the standard tri-
phase current at European industrial frequency
(380V, 50Hz). As a consequence, large pressure
fluctuation of the plant pressure produces negligible
variations in Qpump.

� Gref(s): it is possible to calculate a root locus of
Gref(s) parametrized with respect to valve gain K as
visible in Figure 22. For high values of K, the sys-
tem becomes instable.

� Krig(s): this transfer function represents the cou-
pling term with the tested system. Thus, to increase
the robustness without penalizing too much the
gain K, Krig(s) has to be carefully shaped. For posi-
tion disturbances with frequencies far higher than
the frequency of valve vn, Krig(s) is approximated
by equation (16)

s� vn ) Krig(s)’
�t(a)A2Eb�

V0�
ð16Þ

From equation (16), it should be deduced that by
moderately increasing the compressibility term V0*/Eb*,
it is possible to reduce the value of Krig(s) without com-
promising too much the bandwidth of the pressure con-
troller which should be calculated from the expression
of Gref(s).

As a consequence, neglecting the effect of Krig(s) and
Gpump(s), the response of the rig in terms of simulated
torque can be approximated by equation (17)

M=GrefPref=
Mref

1+ V0�
KEb�v2

n
s(s2 +2evns+v2

n)
� � ð17Þ

The control signal Pstat is calculated according to
equation (11), so the rig starting from an initial value
of torque M (M(0)) should converge to Mref according
to a time transient described by equation (18) where l1,
l2, and l3 are the roots of equation (17), whose beha-
vior with respect to the inner pressure loop K of the
valve is represented in Figure 22

M(t)= a1e
l1t + a2e

l2t + a3e
l3t

a1 =
€M(0)� _M(0)(l2 + l3)+ l2l3 Mref �M(0)

� �
(l1 � l2)(l1 � l3)

a2 =
€M(0)� _M(0)(l1 + l3)+ l1l3 Mref �M(0)

� �
(l2 � l1)(l2 � l3)

a3 =
€M(0)� _M(0)(l2 + l1)+ l1l2 Mref �M(0)

� �
(l3 � l2)(l3 � l1)

ð18Þ

Therefore, considering an ideal static model of the
rig, the control term Pstat is able to assure a steady-state
null error through a smoothed transient that can be
partially optimized by modifying the compressibility
term V0*/Eb* and the gain of the inner pressure loop of
the servo-valve K.

Since the real rig is perturbed by unmodeled
dynamics and by disturbances including the interaction
with the controlled positioner, the additional reference
signal Psl introduces a further correction to reject them
and to force the convergence of the system to the
desired behavior. In this way, as previously said, the
philosophy of the proposed control roughly resembles
the sliding mode technique.

Figure 22. Root locus of Gref(s).
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Psl is generated using the saturated high-gain PI con-
troller to reduce chatter troubles which are typically
associated with the usage of a pure ‘‘bang-bang’’ con-
troller. In particular, the integral term is useful to com-
pensate constant or low-frequency disturbances such as
the one due to Qpump which is quite low but not com-
pletely negligible.

Simulated load tests: experimental results

Both reference scotch yoke actuator and the innovative
one have been tested on the rig in order to verify their
dynamical response during the opening and closing
transients. Tests are performed considering different
loading conditions (constant load or simulated load of
the valve) and different pneumatic pressures. In particu-
lar, the opening and closing times of the valve are mea-
sured in terms of the following parameters:

� Time delay between the application of the step com-
mand and the start of the opening tdo or closing
motion tdc;

� Time needed to reach the 95% of the final value in
the opening tro or closing trc phase;

� Time needed to reach the steady-state condition
with a negligible residual oscillations or errors (less
than 2%).

Some of these results are shown in Table 6. It should
be noticed that the total time needed to perform a com-
plete opening and closing cycle (tsso + tssc) is almost
the same for both the scotch yoke and the innovative
actuator. However, for the innovative actuator, there is
a lower difference between the opening and closing
times. This a quite interesting feature, since a more
symmetric behavior of the innovative actuator involves
a higher linearity of response. In addition, the value of
total cycle time (tsso + tssc) is not very sensitive against
loading conditions and pneumatic pressure. This beha-
vior can be easily explained considering that the
advance speed of the actuator is constrained by the
maximum flow that can be managed by the positioner.
It should also be considered that an increase in the

pneumatic pressure causes a reduction in the opening
times, which is compensated by the corresponding
increase in the discharge times.

During the tests, the error on the simulated torque is
limited to about 50–100Nm. This is a satisfying perfor-
mance of the test rig since the maximum torque that
can be delivered by the rig actuator and measured by
the chosen load cell is about 10,000Nm. Consequently,
the relative error on torque simulated by the rig is less
than 1% of the maximum range.

In Figure 23, the error between the reference load
that has to be simulated on the rig and the correspond-
ing feedback/measurement is represented. In particular,
the results are referred to the innovative pulley actuator
during an opening maneuver feed with a pressure of
6.5 bar; the loads that have to be simulated by the rig
are constant and, respectively, equal to 600 and
1200Nm. It is interesting to notice that lower errors are
measured with a lower simulated torque. Apparently,
the behavior is difficult to be explained since the mean
speed of the actuator is higher with lower loads.
However, looking at actuator response visible in
Figures 24 and 25, it should be noticed that the pressure
torque oscillations in tests with a simulated load of
1200Nm are associated with small motion irregularities
and vibrations that are more difficult to be compen-
sated by the rig torque regulator. In particular, the
oscillations are deliberately caused by imposing a

Table 6. Opening and closing times of the tested actuators.

Actuator Scotch yoke Pulley and cable innovative actuator

Air pressure (bar) 5 5 5.5 6 6.5
Torque (N m) 1200 1200 Simulated valve load 1200 600 1200
tdo (s) 2.75 1.5 1.4 1.1 1 1.1
tro (s) 18.3 13.1 15.1 13.8 12.3 17.2
tsso (s) 19.9 14.4 16.8 15.4 13.6 18.9
to = (tro 2 tdo)/3 (s) 5.2 3.9 4.6 4.2 3.7 5.4
tdc (s) 1.6 2.6 3.8 3 1.6 2.9
trc (s) 6.4 7.8 9.9 10.2 8.3 9
tssc (s) 6.9 10.2 11.3 11.5 8.3 11.2
tc = (trc 2 tdc)/3 (s) 1.6 1.7 2 2.4 2.2 2
tsso + tssc (s) 26.8 24.2 28.1 26.9 21.9 30.1

Figure 23. Error on the simulated torque of the rig
considering a constant reference value of 600 and 1200 N m and
a feeding pressure of the pulley actuator of 6.5 bar.
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critical working condition for the positioner: the simu-
lated load is near to the maximum load that can be
exerted by the actuator and the internal pneumatic
regulator of the positioner is calibrated with standard
factory settings that are sub-optimal for the proposed
actuator. Thus, even when these high-frequency dis-
turbances occur, the rig controller exhibits a stable
and damped behavior. More generally, during a simu-
lated load test, visible in Figure 26, with a proper cali-
bration of the pneumatic regulator of the positioner,
performances in terms of simulated torque are quite
good.

Reliability tests: experimental results

The same test rig has been used to perform reliability
tests in which the actuator is subjected to repetitive
simulated load tests. In this preliminary phase of the
project, the actuator has been tested with a sequence of
1000 load cycles.

The actuator has successfully completed this prelimi-
nary testing campaign; no failing or damaged compo-
nents have been detected after performing the tests.

In order to verify the suitability of the rig for this
kind of tests, the authors have verified the repeatability
of the response of both rig and actuators.

In Figure 27, the behavior of the 1st, 4th, 300th,
600th, and 900th load cycles performed on the rig is
shown. Only the response corresponding to the first
cycle is a bit different with respect to the other ones
because of the initialization of both rig and positioner
systems. After a transient corresponding to two to three
cycles, the difference between each simulated load cycle
is almost negligible.

Conclusion and future developments

In this work, the design of an innovative actuator for
quarter turn valve has been presented. In order to iden-
tify the response of the proposed actuator, a dedicated
test rig has been designed. First, the experimental
results are encouraging; the proposed actuator exhibits
a higher efficiency with respect to the conventional one.
In addition, in terms of response linearity, the proposed
actuator seems to be superior to the conventional one.
The reduced encumbrances and mechanical simplicity
of the proposed solution make it feasible.

Figure 24. Measured position of the pulley actuator with a
constant pressure of 6.5 bar and a constant simulated load of
about 600 or 1200 N m.

Figure 25. Speed of the pulley actuator with a constant
pressure of 6.5 bar and a constant simulated load of about 600
or 1200 N m.

Figure 26. Example of results during a simulated load test
(7 bar).

Figure 27. Repeatability of reliability tests: comparison of the
response during a reliability test.
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The innovative actuator has been patented19 to pro-
tect the development of a new series of Velan Products.

Several improvements, in order to further reduce
actuator encumbrances and increase efficiency, have
been investigated producing design refinements that
have been tested on the proposed test rig.

In particular, in Figure 28, an image of the first
industrial version of a new actuator is shown: it is an
optimized version of the aligned layout of Figure 4(b)
also visible in Figure 8 and is probably the object of
further publications and research activities.

Depending on commercial feedback, actuators with
different sizes (different exerted torques) and layouts
(different values of b angle such as the first prototype
shown in Figure 29) will be probably released.

Consequently, the design of the innovative test rig,
which proved to be an ideal tool for testing and identi-
fication of this kind of actuators, is an important prod-
uct of this research activity.
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Appendix 1

Notation

A actuator area (m2)
b distance between the revolute joint and

cylinder axes (m)
D cylinder diameter (m)
Eb* bulk modulus (Pa)
F linear force of the hydraulic cylinder (N)
Fk spring force (N)

Fp pneumatic actuator force (N)
Fv reaction force on the revolute joint (N)
F1 reaction force of the simulated valve (N)
F2 reaction force of the actuator (internal

constraint) (N)
Gpos transfer function of the positioner

controller (–)
Gpump transfer function of the pump (–)
Gref transfer function between pressure

command and exerted torque (–)
Grig transfer function of the rig controller (–)
k stiffness of the spring pack (N/m)
keq equivalent stiffness of the spring pack

(N/m)
K proportional gain (–)
Kpos equivalent stiffness of the positioner

(N/m)
Krig equivalent stiffness of the rig (N/m)
l actual piston run (m)
lp total length of the piston run (m)
M exerted torque (Nm)
MBTC break to close torque (Nm)
MBTO break to open torque (Nm)
Mfeed measured torque (Nm)
Mid exerted torque in ideal conditions (Nm)
Mref reference desired torque (Nm)
Mp torque of the hydraulic cylinder (Nm)
P pressure inside the actuator (barG)
Pinit initial pressure (barG)
Ppos transfer function of the positioner

actuator (–)
Pref reference command pressure for the relief

valve (barG)
Prig transfer function of the rig actuator (–)
Psl closed-loop contribution of the pressure

command (barG)
Pstat static contribution of the pressure

command (barG)
PI proportional–integral regulator (–)
PID proportional–integral–derivative regulator

(–)
Q volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
Qpump volumetric flow rate of the pump (m3/s)
Qvalve volumetric flow rate of the servo-relief

valve (m3/s)
r radius of the pulley (m)
rp crank radius of the rig (m)
s Laplace variable (–)
v linear speed of the actuator (m/s)
V0* reference volume (m3)
Vacc volume of the pneumatic accumulator

(m3)
Vinit initial volume (m3)
x spring position (m)
xa longitudinal arm coordinate (m)
xp longitudinal distance between cylinder

pivot and rig rotation axis (m)
x0 spring preload (m)
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ya lateral arm coordinate (m)
yc lateral distance between cylinder pivot

and rig rotation (m)

a scaled angular position of the valve (�)
aref scaled angular position of the valve

(reference value) (�)
b characteristic angle of the actuators (�)
g coefficient of polytropic transformations

(–)
d radius of the friction circle for the rope

bearings (m)
e damping coefficient (–)
h global efficiency (–)

hprism efficiency of the prismatic joint (–)
hrot efficiency of the revolute joint (–)
u valve angular position (�)
m friction coefficient (–)
r radius of the friction circle for the pulley

bearings (m)
r* global radius of the friction circle (m)
t transmission ratio (–)
tend-run end-run transmission ratio (–)
u friction angle (�)
v angular speed (rad/s)
vn natural pulsation (rad/s)
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